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The year was 1912; the place was Boston, Massachusetts; the event was the annual meeting of
the prestigious American Historical Association. All was not well in the fellowship of Clio.
Among the conference presentations, a young professor, Carl Becker of the University of
Kansas, testified that his colleagues’ practice of “critical thought,” as identified in “the reviewing
of books,” was not yet worthy of a professional disciplinary identity—either in the halls of
academia or before the learned public.1 Becker’s particular dissatisfaction was with the two types
of book reviewing: straight bibliographical information and, more to his liking, a critical
discourse shaped by literary traditions. Becker wanted to cordon off the former in academic
journals by compartmentalizing “non-critical data” into separate sections. Principally, analytical
reviews would appear as “articles that treat important books in some detail, with intellectual
discussion and appreciation of improving the historical art.” Becker believed that too often
historians hitched the informing of facts to “creative criticism” and that in trying to do both, they
accomplished neither. Instead, he hoped that “the critical review should be occupied with the
general trend of history to other branches of knowledge; it has to do with history as a part of the
entire intellectual activity of the time and is concerned with the books therefore mainly as they
illustrate aptly some aspect of this larger subject.”2 Otherwise, a strictly positivist account of
publication lists or a bland summation of some books’ topicality was insufficient to generate
“critical thought” within the young profession. It required instead a sense of importance among
the many “conversations” that publishers across the world produced about the past. Thus
scholarship was about one’s relationship of text and critique, framed within a wider nature of
historical knowledge. The responsibility of “critical thought” was to mediate ideas in a process
that involved editor, reviewer, author, and even implicit traditions of expression, from which
readers would gain an appreciation, understanding, and inspiration for further interest in history.3
The response to Becker was led by John F. Jameson, the illustrious founding managing editor of
the American Historical Review. In rather pessimistic tones, he admitted that, as an editor, one
had to accept reviews that were of “frequent inadequacy…insufficient amount of penetrating
thought, rareness of which higher levels of criticism are reached, and above all, the excess of
leniency.” As he characterized what was his function to print, Jameson warned that even book
notices “could never do what they ought to for the improvement of our profession if the writers
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of signed or unsigned reviews shirked their duty of setting forth deficiencies with an unsparing
hand.”4 If Becker’s complaint was grounded in the movement of university historians to
“professionalize” by creating standards of disposition and organizational practice, Jameson’s
defense rested on the inherent difficulty of imposed behavior. His frustration could easily be
understood because “critique” was inherently individual. American academic and governmental
infrastructures that housed “professional history” (by which one is paid to teach or research)
were so diverse as to confound any desire for uniformity of practice or goals.
Becker’s paper and the lamentations of Jameson are a useful starting point to discuss the
evolution of an distinctly American “scholarly critique” of French history as it emerged during
the founding years of the academic profession (from the 1880s to the 1950s). As single-country
specialization was uncommon until the dramatic growth in higher education in the 1950s, my
focus is on North American academics (Canadians often completed degrees and taught at this
time in the United States) who defined themselves as specialists in medieval to modern European
history, whose books, theses, or expansive essays examined the past of French-speaking peoples
or regions. For the period addressed in this essay, the idea of “France” among historians in North
America transcended a strictly bilateral vision. Americans always related Frenchness to the
wider European continent of ethnicities, religions, and traditions, whether it was “Englishness,”
Deutschtum, Catholic, or other European identities from which our historians identified
themselves. Even if one settled on a continental concept of “France” in a chronological period,
once the state (or nation) became an international empire it had to be conceived from afar by
situating Paris, provinces, and patrie as part of a “French” imperial ideal.
What triggered Jameson’s lamentations was thus a problem as confounding as the Gordian knot.
Beyond the object of study, the idea of “scholastic critique” can be understood as an important
step in the process of “professionalization.” By the 1890s, academic historians sought to
demarcate themselves from popular, “amateur” writers who crafted books, essays, and public
talks as their principal source of personal income and without regard to peer review as a factor
for their careers. American historians of Europe defined their status in the academy according to
the claim that they held two strengths that grew from their unique transatlantic distance. First,
our interests in Europe were seen as more cosmopolitan and transcontinental than a strictly
national domestic focus of much European historiography. Second, Americans claimed that even
if our research lacked the scholarly expertise of their own domestic works, as “outsiders” we
were empowered with a “cognitive detachment” from the object of study—that is, Frenchness or
its antecedents. Although Europeanists or Francophone specialists left the term undefined,
generally this “detachment” was a relationship that was assumed to be:
1) spacial: by not being a citizen or subject within the French state (or empire) or the European
continent, one could gaze upon the object without being bent by a gravitation pull of “domestic”
politics, mythology, or divisiveness. The end of this gravitation pull was undefined.
2) temporal: by living in the present, one was independent of the pressures and limited vision of
the era under study, yet fully armed with access to evidence that only the passage of time could
yield. We could be free from the Hundred Years’ War or the French Revolution, with access to
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precious documents in a way that we could not be from the First World War. But when did
enough years pass, if the religious issues still divided Americans of their day?
3) technical: by becoming steeped in an ideal of historical method and research, one gained
specific skills of language, of cataloguing, or other “auxiliary sciences” that served as keys to
unlock treasures of historical evidence. They could only be learned through study, and they
required continued practice. Only Americans who achieved these skills could enter the guild.
4) ontological: in order to be accepted as legitimate, American scholars of Europe required some
kind of peer validation, which did not mean consensus or necessary final truth. Some entity of
fellow “scholars” needed to bring some attention to one’s work and to verify that it passed as
acceptable practice. This was a subjective self-identity for all historians. It however became
more intensive for Europeanists, and especially “French specialists,” because that validation was
increasingly seen to come not from an English-speaking fellowship, but rather from the
comparable institutions within France itself. Americans came to want French validation. But
what if the politics of key French scholars were incompatible to dominant interests in the United
States or key identities of younger students who desired this affirmation?
The idea of “scholarly critique” evolved among Europeanists through the dual process of both
“professionalization” and “internationalization.” As an overarching conception, these two longterm processes were increasingly intertwined after 1900; one could even consider them as
mutually-reinforcing in the United States. “Professionalization” meant that the writing (or
debate) about “Frenchness” and its meaning became bifurcated into what we might call “popular
opinion” and the scholastic/educational.5 But within the years of this professional “process,”
American historians practically never defined exactly what they meant by the term “critical
history.”6 Peter Novick famously portrayed “critique” through an ideal for “objectivity,” a chore
he labeled akin to “nailing jelly to a wall.”7 Beyond the domestic debate, historians were even
more unclear about what “critique” might be in regards to European historiography.
Two basic views about “critical history” emerged by the end of the nineteenth century in
traditions of “scientific” or “philosophical” historical thought. “Scientific” history was based on
an idealized method of research as practiced by a distinctive group, following a path first set by
the institutionalization of science from the fifteenth century to the Enlightenment. Historical
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critique was a social undertaking based on a group’s specialization of expertise that legitimized a
branch of knowledge as “professional” according to a status that was recognized within powerful
state governments and their higher education ministries. By the end of the nineteenth century,
French and German-language historians had developed a set of approaches to source material
that became widely defined as “external” and “internal” criticism. In summary, “internal”
critique was an evaluation of a source’s content, or a procédé de connaissance, based on one’s
familiarity with the type of object (documents, art, archaeological sites) and the context of its
creation or utility. One weighed a source’s value and interpreted its specific function in order to
establish a historical “fact.” “External” critique reconstructed the wider existence of a source.
Was it authentic? What role did the source as a type play, according to the full meaning of its
value at the time of its use (or writing?)8 These methods empowered “experts” to condemn
earlier generations of historians for haphazard interpretation and naïve adoption of source
content, which was normally limited to texts that were related to public institutions of political
influence. “Scholarly critique” thus became a way to police literature by guarding a world of
“scholarship” from a more tempting, populist tradition that might range from Michelet to
historical novelists.9
A more “philosophical” approach to history, by its own nature, lacked a homogeneous voice or
consensual method. But in terms of “scholarly critique,” Friedrich Nietzsche famously defined
“critical method” as one of three choices among historians that co-existed with antiquarian and
monumental approaches to the past.10 This was “history which sits in judgment and passes
judgment,” and, in doing so, it “break(s) a past” before a “court of justice,” often to condemn it
according to knowledge or values held by people in the present. One’s values, or “life,” for
Nietzsche was a “dark, driving, insatiable self-desiring force.” By its dethroning of the tradition,
an author’s execution of writing could never arise from “a pure spring of knowledge.” Historical
critique was therefore a discourse of negation. It implied a dialectal justification to expose falsity
and weakness, even as that critique was a product of subjective and ultimately ephemeral values.
As influential as this definition might be today, Nietzsche did not argue about how one reviewed
work from another society (as Americans would of France). Ultimately his main concern was
how critical method dangerously threatened to break the present away from past traditions that
still enchained people in the present to their forbearers’ “aberrations, passions, mistakes, even
crimes.”
From this international discussion, American historians from the 1880s to the 1930s tended to
consider ideas of “scholarly critique” from the perspective of scientific history and literary
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traditions of general criticism. At the beginning of the twentieth century, the lines between
academic scholarship and “literary historians” were blurred in historical writing about French
topics. Some writers such as Ferdinand Brunetière attempted to itemize principals that defined
artistic endeavors in literature. Other novelists such as Anatole France dismissed critical
objectivity as impossible; critique was a self-expression that revealed the mind of the critic more
than the object under review.11 European and American writers did not distinguish “scholarly
critique” of foreign books as needing anything different than how they treated domesticallywritten materials.12 But “scholarly critique” in America was further complicated by a public that
tended to regard English-language history largely from the pens of non-academic writers.13
These “women and men of letters” ignored concerns about “critical” distance, whether as
physical from a foreign country or their own ontological awareness. If they lacked in selfreflection, as individuals their “validity” came from public sales or public attention. A president
of the American Historical Association, Theodore Roosevelt, considered critical judgment only
by listing works of history from a mere catalogue of “good or bad” books.14 A European
specialist like William Thayer believed that criticism was a method that could only bring about
insight into dramatic “character” and literary quality, not by a scientific community that imposed
a professional exclusiveness, and was so addicted to facts (or internal critique) that “they would
cross the ocean to certify a comma.” His colleague Joseph Schafer asserted that when “reviewing
history books,” the historian was undertaking a personal art form.15 There were no rules to
control a verdict, other than some broad “common sense” guides such as avoiding minutiae,
keeping to length, and showing necessary credit or empathy for the author’s effort.
For American academics, “scholarly critique” was embedded in the need for status and
“scientific expertise.” Professional historians who led academia, such as Frederick J. Turner,
exhibited neo-positivist devotion to methodological “standards” that would ferret out factual
errors or unpersuasive argument through an exercise of “external criticism” (perhaps with a
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salute to the destructive zeal that Nietzsche identified).16 Civic-minded democrats like Louis
Gottschalk feared that popularity too often allowed for dubious “patriotic history,” which either
fragmented historiography into self-interested “sainthood” or splintered public interests. This
encouraged falsehoods or anachronism, which he considered dangerous to education in an age of
extremes.17 Although each case might be distinct, in general the most prominent academic
historians appeared to see “critique” as separate from how “interpretation” might functions in
book reviewing. One “critiqued” based on a Platonic ideal of factual truth; interpretation could
mean the fitting of a book about “France” or Europe within a wider narrative of development that
might be Catholic, Marxist, liberal modernization, “the Western world,” imperial, or a Weberian
centralized state.18 European specialists in history thus had to lead a two-front effort to define
themselves against populist writers who lacked “critical expertise,” even as they sought to prove
to their Americanist department colleagues that they shared equal credibility by emphasizing a
strict “critique” of positivist facts. The challenge for Europeanists was that their lives, education,
and careers kept them far from developing the needed familiarity with what we might call
“exchange warehouses” of facts, source documents, or other scholarly objects circulating far
away in Europe.19
Until the 1950s, most American historians who wished to study Europe could hope for a rare
research trip, often limited to a foreign capital, for quick readings of secondary literature from
which they would write a monograph. Until World War II, even directors of graduate research at
leading American universities tended to concentrate on the publication of document translations
or a seemingly endless series of high school and undergraduate textbooks. These realities led
American Europeanists, and especially those of French-language societies, to emphasize their
capacity to interpret “critique” as one of objectivity and distance. This physical separation from
France in the early twentieth century was an asset. By their “otherness,” Americans could umpire
conflict within European countries, shielded from accusations of inherent ethno-political
conflicts of interest from across the spectrum of overseas historical professions.20 In works on
France, the civil division over modern history meant a second power to arbitrate within that
country’s deep ideological tension, as shown in the assertions of Harvard historians such as
16
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Donald McKay and Donald Greer in their critical perspectives on the French revolutions.21 To an
extent, the Americans assumed that domestic and international division was the natural condition
for Europeans, driven by the industrial revolution, traditions of great-power warfare, and
imperial dreams among member states. Because these decades were times of ceaseless crises,
Americans asserted that distance immunized them to provide a balanced, legitimate pedagogy in
the education of our own ethnically-diverse citizenry on foreign matters.22 Following World War
I, Americans could arbitrate degrees of “war guilt;”23 political division that paralyzed the Third
Republic;24 and early estimates about the nature of the Vichy regime.25
The reality of executing professionalism in European and French history based on “scholarly
critique” and distance proved far more difficult to achieve. Expertise required room to specialize
and a vibrant society to instill peer-driven standards. Even before issues of philosophy or
personality, there was real institutional resistance among American historians to any
specialization of a distinctive “European” identity within our academy. This battle was
manifested in the tortured effort to create a review and society in the United States dedicated
only to European history. Beginning about 1915, a group of historians lobbied for a new
professional association of Europeanists. As envisioned, they could meet on distinctly
Continental topics and could publish new research and critical reviews in their own exclusive
journal. The effort triggered an institutional battle within the American Historical Association.26
Leading Americanists, with support from Europeanists such as Harvard’s Charles Haskins and
Archibald Coolidge feared that secession would bifurcate the American profession into dual
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societies, dual publications, and dual networks of job placement (as jobs were offered usually by
word-of-mouth.)27
By arguing for a unity of national identity, their early efforts succeeded. It proved a temporary
success, however, because individual Europeanists such as Haskins were ultimately unwilling to
sacrifice the professional growth of their own specialized fields when they could gather
sufficient interdisciplinary allies to break away from the Association, as accomplished by the
Medieval Academy of America and its review, Speculum.28 Eventually, enough Europeanists had
been trained to launch The Journal of Modern History—notably without its own meeting
society—by arguing that the profession could only grow if expertise was allowed its own
institutional independence. Yet the journal also underscored the difficulty of defining “scholarly
critique.” Its emergence in 1929 did reflect a stronger “esprit de corps” among Europeanists, who
however were largely cross-trained in British and German university systems, if they were
fortunate enough to take classes abroad.29 The Journal of Modern History’s founding editor,
Bernadotte Schmitt, was an Oxford-trained diplomatic historian who emphasized the “scientific”
importance of individual documents, catalogues of lists, and critical book reviews.30 Launched in
part on the claim of distant detachment, many (or most?) of its essays until the 1950s lacked deep
interpretation.31 It was especially deaf to how European historians were expanding the range of
their history in the early twentieth century with interdisciplinary work on economic and social
topics and to regional historians who combined geography, demographics, and the concepts from
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the new social sciences. And until the 1960s, scholarly critique of French-language
historiography faced real limitations.32
Beyond the challenges of scholarly infrastructure, perhaps more importantly our Europeanists
lacked at this time a consensual “crucial” narrative around which they could interpret evidence
that was relevant to the present-day needs of university communities across the United States. In
part, it was the historians’ bane of periodization. Scholars such as Haskins, James Thompson,
and Dana Munro saw medieval history as a necessary foundation for modern state and social
welfare, based on assumed continuities of historical processes or a view that the basic elements
of societies stood unchanged across the centuries. From Columbia, James H. Robinson and his
protégé James Shotwell “deprecated over-attention to the Middle Ages” compared to a
contemporary history that spoke to conditions which simply did not exist in the past.33 But the
greater challenge of “scholarly critique” lay in the problem that objectivity, distance, and the
necessary internationalization of “French” specialization were three goals at odds with one
another or were simply unobtainable in practice. In some cases, Europeanists within America
questioned the claim of distant detachment. The experience of propagandistic history in the
world wars left some leaders of European history chary of any claim to “detachment” in the
discipline.34 Even before the Great War, Europeanists had voiced suspicion that “presentism”
would undermine any capacity for real, legitimate scholarly criticism. They claimed that activist,
progressive historians such as James Robinson might bend selection, interpretation, and
emphasis only toward their own individual dreams of the future. 35 The same was even truer
among the denominational schools, who still conceived of history under the shadow of the
Reformation. The views were not unanimous. A few broadly-trained historians such as Eugen
Weber believed that isolation from the politics of Parisian debate left Americans too ill-informed
about current expertise. As a colleague earlier noted, “too much detachment can make one
unaware of the social, psychological, and moral forces that shape political events.”36 But from
the interwar years to the 1960s, Europeanists noted an intellectual isolation of scholarship, a lack
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of interpretative coherence, and an overarching “textbook style” that marked too many works.37
It bled into “scholarly critique” because these animadversions focused on book reviews that
either were uncritical or lent too much attention to bland, quickly-written English-language
populist works and that ignored large areas of sub-fields in Europe which remained outside the
traditionalist scope of editors’ interests.
If one scholar related to the growth of “French history” in America could embody these tensions,
it was Charles Haskins, the great medievalist and dean of Harvard’s Graduate School from 1903
to 1922. On the one hand, Haskins has been correctly praised as a foundational figure in the
“professionalization project” of European and medieval history in the United States. He pressed
colleagues to develop ties with western Europe and to deepen all critical facilities in university
scholarship, including original research, familiarity with European archives, and intimate
knowledge foreign specialists.38 Even before his arrival at Harvard, counterparts in Paris such as
Charles Seignobos admired his call to integrate expertise and civic pedagogy. 39 With his
unrivalled reputation of “scholarly critique,” Haskins worked to promote a growing interest in
French history in the United States to his skeptical colleagues in Paris, even as he emphasized
that Americans had to overcome obstacles of remoteness, languages and familiarity if they were
to establish a distinctly national contribution to European history, respected abroad and relevant
to civic priorities at home.40 And yet, as much as Haskins privileged critical independence and
scientific expertise, in truth his most productive years of scholarship on France were tainted
clearly with nationalism and even propagandistic uses of history to support the anti-German,
Franco-American alliance.41 These expressions were often made outside of mainstream
American historical publications, but they were vivid apologia for French interests.42 As he
37
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admitted to Louis Halphen, his major work, The Normans in European History, was written,
“con amore, at a time when my natural feeling for France was intensified by actual events.”43
With his American counterparts, Haskins did not wish to limit pluralism of viewpoints. He
encouraged interpretations contradictory to his, if they were underpinned by research. But in
private, he was sensitive to the clear inconsistency between his francophilia and his efforts to
promote distinctive American “detachment” and trusted expertise.44
A further challenge to international distance was that “critical thought” for American academic
historians of Europe, unlike domestic critique, could never be a national endeavor. If one was a
writer for the general public, only access to a local library was necessary. But for academic
scholarship based on original research, Americans required workable contacts with a network of
archivists, historians, or other academic administrators from the country which they intended to
study. Obtaining archival knowledge and access, or references for scholarships to fund foreign
travel, all required personal ties to leaders of French scholarship.45 Often, a glaze of politics was
implicit. If French scholarship was neutral to American research, then one might freely engage in
critical works to challenge interpretations, methods, or values in the Continent’s academic world.
French scholars, journals, and sites of research in contrast considered America as a battleground
for loyalty to their nation, to the Republican heritage, or a contested political tradition (such as
Catholicism, socialism, or economic liberalism).46 To the degree that French representatives
could exert leverage, aside from access to private sources, they had the ability to guide or to
police advice and access in religious matters (Catholic or Calvinist organizations), and, of
course, key figures could protect the interests of Vichy and the Third and Fourth Republics. It
was never a question of outright censorship because the influence of Americans rested on their
position to choose between interests of “Frenchness” (national, imperial, socio-economic) and
competing perspectives either within France itself (Right or Left, Catholic or secular) or across
the Rhine and the English Channel. But French historians sought to co-opt American historians
or to attract them to take positive views on issues of controversy that spoke to matters of the
present. For this reason, figures such as Louis Eisenmann and Jules Isaac believed that
American distance and relative dispassion required special recognition for “scientific scruples”
43
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which our specialists were to possess.47 Even if French historians were less supportive of an
American advantage for contemporary history, they still sought to develop positive ties to
counterparts who sided with them on the fundamental controversies of the years.48 Thus, the
directors of historical reviews—Revue historique, the Annales, Annales Historiques de la
Révolution Française, Revue d’histoire modern et contemporaine—all sought fresh American
contributors more than from any other non-francophone country, even by 1920.49 In general
French strategies were to appropriate political friendships in America that they considered
compatible with “scientific,” critical study. American interpretations especially of contemporary
Europe were considered properly critical if their interpretations could reflect loyal
compatibilities with vital interests of the French nation, especially in international matters.
How did Americans respond? Each case is its own unique biography, but in general, American
historians who wrote about Europe divided themselves with remarkable consistency along
ethnographic and religious lines. The cleavages were strongest by national heritage. American
specialists related to Scandinavian and Central European backgrounds were consistently more
critical of French and eastern European positions that those of central European states. Those
from a British or Jewish heritage could adopt empathy for “Frenchness” if it was not in
contradistinction with Anglo-American interests. Because Americans defined scholarly critique
of “Frenchness” within its European political and cultural contexts, research was also heavily
influenced by the “loss” of balanced continental perspective due to the warfare, political
extremism, and lack of academic freedom that defined the years from 1914 to the Cold War.
Thus France assumed more prominence among Europeanists in the United States because
academic relationships with Western Europeans could be defended as “critical and constructive
scholarship” in ways that were not possible in central and Eastern Europe, aside from exiles.50
The experience of World War II was central to the growth of French studies into a significant
feature of European history within the American academy. The resulting expansion of American
university education, propelled especially by the G.I. Bill, made the overall environment of
47
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European history a very positive factor for the professoriate’s overall expansion. The lessons of
the World War needed to be understood, and historians were able to make the claim that their
skills were instrumental in educating young citizens in the new global position of leadership that
the United States would have to bear. Most of all, the powerful barrier of “France vs Germany”
was dramatically settled with the new ideal of a culturally and politically unified ‘Western
heritage” that absorbed earlier antagonisms into a unified front against the new long-term
military threat of the Soviet Union and communist revolution.51 Americans could defend French
state or national power as part of this transatlantic alliance; we could emphasize a synthetic
history of continued democratic empowerment across the continent “east of the Oder”; and we
could request for Franco-American professional cooperation at new levels as both sides
presented historical study to promote the ideal of the democratic-republican society. Many
historians offered a “critical scrutiny” of French national calamities since the nineteenth century,
not only to identify endemic weaknesses that led to failures, but as an implicit means to guide
reforms that would strengthen the state against internal unrest and foreign intimidation from the
U.S.S.R.52 A French non-socialist republic in a united “West” solved problems of British and
German francophobia. Now American historians would no longer have to choose. A new
historiography could be produced that praised emancipatory traditions in French history, which
the center-left and moderates could welcome, within a renewed, positive “Western Experience.”
This new alliance also hid underlying cleavages. Religious issues did not vanish in America, as
Catholic systems remained suspicious of the socialist-republican tradition in France. Once
women received the right to vote, race and empire became central issues of division that would
burst forth more fully in the 1960s with the dual horrors of Algeria and Vietnam. But most of all,
as the French historical profession became cemented in the political Left following the Vichy
experience, socialist and communist ideals took on much greater prominence throughout the
Parisian centers of academic power. Americans wanted a democratic partner across the Atlantic.
Could they both demonstrate support for Cold War containment after 1946 and welcome the
socialist-revolutionary tradition that became so emblematic in the principal areas of research
related to the Revolution or its modern historical counterparts? Self-identity meant that
Frenchness exerted an influence on historians because Americans wanted their overseas
counterparts to acknowledge their progress and work as acceptable expertise. The postwar boom
of academic production and the new era of “Western” identity resulted in the establishment of
the Society for French Historical Studies between 1953 and 1956. Its goals were to act both as a
bridge for improved transatlantic relations and critical historical research. The Society wanted to
promote provocative discussion about contemporary France in order to secure its intellectual
attractiveness, even as its members first envisioned Franco-American intellectual exchange as a
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means to “create favorable publicity for France.”53 In the 1950s, its founders groused about
ubiquitous “anti-French” sentiment in the general public, particularly when the average
American was thought to “inveigh against France or defends Germany, lately Nazi, versus
France.”54 As a welcome to Paris, the first issue of French Historical Studies was dedicated to
Georges Lefebvre, setting aside his current loyalty to revolutionary socialist change.
Scholars at the most prestigious schools tended to be the most outspoken proponents of the new
strategic yardstick for gauging a national past. “Amateur” historians such as William Shirer were
treated with disdain if they claimed the foreigner’s “objectivity” without the “discernment” that
one only received with “the [academic] historian’s eye, understanding, and discipline.”55 Yet our
leading historians often saw France precisely through the political eyes of American strategic
interests that seemed little removed from the attitudes of Shirer. Shepard Clough at Columbia
observed that a new view was needed because France was “the chief Continental ally of the
United States in its power arrangements to prevent Russian aggression, and bastion in the
defense of those values which are the very foundation of Western civilization.”56 Henri Peyre of
Yale linked historical crises to “the dilemma through which France, as a pivot of Western
Europe, is struggling, between Communism and anti-Communism, the East and the West.”57
Joel Colton of Duke cast France as the “key country in the Western bastion” which was “still the
most reliable foothold we have on the Continent [with a history that includes] Verdun as well as
that of Sedan.”58 Crane Brinton was optimistic about French power because Western Europe’s
global empire was “a factor of major importance should there break out shortly a war between
coalitions headed respectively by the United States and Russia…Our side would have, in spite of
the presence of thickly populated China on the Communist side, a very great advantage in
population, area, and total material resources.”59 In a survey for the general public, Donald
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McKay framed the recent past of France through the country’s halting realization of “Russian
aggression” against the Free World.60 But the readiness to “counteract the communists” centered
politics directly within professional exchanges. It could easily alienate the visiting professors
who wished to see Franco-American friendship on terms preferred by Paris.61
Thus by the 1950s, Americans had achieved two goals in their study of the French state, society,
empire, and culture. They had created official bodies of professional study and were armed with an
increasing number of peer-reviewed journals and academic presses in which to present their
growing body of work. With the emergence of a European Union and NATO, there now was a
sense of political unity, based on the ultimate triumph of an Enlightenment project defined by
general appreciation for traditions of liberal democracy. Becker’s concerns now seemed fully
redeemed. Jameson’s lamentations had faded out of existence. Still, were the tensions of critique,
cognitive distance, and “politics” really ghosts of the past? Even up to the 1960s, American
historians of “Frenchness” still identified professionalism with a scientific critique based on
separation from European “partisans,” yet they also yearned for validation from French
counterparts embedded in these political settings and who had considered, since the 1890s,
transatlantic exchange as an auxiliary of national policy or domestic ideologies.
In a period when Americans historians could not live in France, historians such as Carl Becker,
Carlton Hayes, or Crane Brinton applied scientific traditions of scholarly critique and
philosophical dispositions of interpretation as self-reflection on their own country. France was an
object, and “critique” of the research object was unanchored by direct experience. It is not that
Americans were entirely free to imagine a past of “Frenchness,” or at least without a defense of
their views if questioned, but it assumed a universality of “reason” that tended to mask for these
years deeply different national and institutional contexts. The American historiography on France
rested on a “scholarly critique” that proposed universal reason, but was inherently practiced
through a widely kaleidoscopic set of emphasizes, suppressions, and universal ideals. In the end,
Americans truly privileged the philosophical nature of university-based historiography as their
rationale to wonder about the European past. For even as he had critiqued the quality of American
reviewing, Carl Becker again left us with these enduring thoughts:
The value of history is, indeed, not scientific but moral: by liberating the mind, by
deepening the sympathies, by fortifying the will, it enables us to control, not
society, but ourselves—a much… important thing; it prepares us to live more
humanely in the present and to meet rather than to foretell the future.62
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